Dion Johnson, courageous champion for women, is a women’s conference speaker internationally sought after for her truth-telling,
show stopping talks, presentations and keynote messages. She educates, edifies, and empowers women to birth their untapped
potential to make their mark in the global marketplace. Dion is a prolific story-teller, visionary and the passionate pioneer of
Femfluence, The Global Feminine Movement.
When Dion takes the stage, every talk is electrifying and filled with real stories, anecdotes, and transformational metaphors that
inspire women to unleash their Femfluence. She wants women to live a thrilling life and empowers women to conceive more, be more,
to influence and impact organizations, communities, and nations through their life’s work. Dion is frequently requested to speak and
lead inspirational workshops. Her signature talks include Courageous Authenticity, Feminine Self Leadership, Midlife Without Masks:
The Way to Femfluence and The Midlife Revolution: The Best Life at Midlife.
Dion’s acclaimed accomplishments include being featured in the British Press, Daily Express, Voice, Sister Talk, and she is an expert
blogger on the prestigious Huffington Post. She is an Award Winning Speaker, recent runner up in the Corporate Challenge of the
College of Public Speaking Corporate Challenge and recently was invited to be a TEDx Speaker in 2013. Heard and loved worldwide
by many, Dion has been a guest speaker and panelist on numerous international tele-summits. Women love her message that shares
valuable insights and success solutions on how midlife women in the workplace can transform their careers and life experiences by
releasing their Femfluence in to the world.
National Women Inspiring Women 2013 Mentor of the Year Award Winner and host of the highly successful 2012 Fed Up to Freedom
Summit are two of Dion’s shining moments. Dion is the author of Fed Up of Being Fed Up At Work - A Must Have Resource for
Professionals That Wake up on Monday Morning Wishing It Was Friday Afternoon and is currently writing her next book,
Femfluence – The Way to Amazing, Meaningful Work and Life After 40 to be published in 2014.
As head lady in charge, Dion is the visionary leader of Femfluence – The Global Feminine Movement designed to empower women to
take their position alongside men to transform nations by birthing their unique creative, innovative solutions for the planet. Dion wants
women to retire empty having made their mark in the world they were born to make by fully utilizing their unique gifts and talents to
create work that positively impacts them personally and the world powerfully.
Dion’s 20 years of experience as a Midwife, Performance and Executive Coach and Master Practitioner of Neuro Linguistic
Practitioner (NLP) positions her powerfully as a skilful, well-seasoned educator and supporter of women experiencing work and life
transition and transformation. She understands women, and the process of conception, pregnancy and birthing; a powerful metaphor
Dion uses in her work with midlife women to help them conceive a new and exciting mission and birth their unique solution in the
marketplace.
Born with a facial disfigurement and once having low self-esteem, Dion knows firsthand what it feels like to hide her true self. Since
unleashing the courage to take off her own mask, Dion is passionate about helping other women FACE IT, come out of hiding to
authentically show up in the world and fully step into their feminine power. Dion Johnson is a big dreamer and mission-driven maven
who aspires to transform the experience and quality of life for midlife women in the global marketplace by inspiring and supporting 5
million Femfluence women by 2020.
Dion loves the bible and biblical principles underpin her worldview, way in the world and serve as the back drop of all of her
motivational messages. She is a prophetic, committed teacher of biblical principles who educates in a way that everyone regardless of
their spiritual background or faith can understand and apply to their daily life. Global champion for women, midlife revolution leader,
trailblazer, and woman of faith, Dion Johnson is relentless in inspiring and empowering women to get up from behind the desk, take
off the masks, birth their dreams and use their Femfluence to make their mark in the world and live a thrilling life.

